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Truths and Distortions: Hollywood as Historian?
First published in 1983, Peter C. Rollins’ motion picture study, Hollywood as Historian, an innovative, essay
collection that, in one way or another, cited the film
industry’s role as media persuader-quickly became an
established reference work in cinema criticism. Why
wouldn’t it? Containing twelve articles that examined
the myriad roles American movies, with all their truths
and distortions, have played depicting national history,
this book took a hard look at the tricky world of screenplay perception, seeking answers to an ongoing question:
does Hollywood influence society or is it the other way
around?

nology that, overnight, ended the silent film industry.

Now available in a revised edition, Hollywood as Historian includes an elaborate film, television and American studies bibliography essay, a section that examines
most of the current general and scholarly articles plus a
thorough listing of academic journals and associations.
With information about finding film reviews, locating
photoplay titles, using dictionaries and companions, plus
selecting pertinent internet sources, this chapter, as Dr.
Rollins suggests, provides the necessary information for
anyone ready to launch a research project. (More information can be found at the Film & History web site:
With such discrete topics as the controversy of D. W. http://h-net.msu.edu/~{}filmhis.)
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Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (1966), and the moral
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